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GKDra (HIP 82056, HD 152028, spetral type G0) has been disovered to be anelipsing system by the Hipparos satellite (VmaxT =8:m81, BmaxT =9:m21, �m=0.4 mag andalmost equal depth of primary and seondary elipses; ESA 1997), that provided thefollowing ephemeris for the primary elipses:Min: I = HJD 2448515:6 + 16:d96� E:No other information exists in the literature for this star, and we deided in 1999 toplae it on the Asiago elipsing binary program (e.g. Dallaporta et al. 2000, Munari etal. 2001). At the time of writing, spetral monitoring with the Asiago Ehelle+CCDspetrograph is half ompleted (29 high resolution spetra seured in 25 di�erent nightsand distributed in orbital phase), while aquisition of B,V photometry is ompleted. Wepresent here the basi results of photometry, a full orbital solution inluding radial veloitydata being postponed to onlusion of the spetrosopi ampaign.We observed in B and V (standard Johnson �lters) from a private observatory nearCembra (Trento), Italy. The instrument was a 28 m Shmidt-Cassegrain telesopeequipped with an Opte SSP5 photometer. The diaphragm had a size of 77 arse, andusual exposure time was 10 seonds. HD151541 (HIP 81813, VJ=7:m56, (B � V )J=0.76,spetrum K1V) was hosen as a omparison and HD152376 (HIP 82214, VJ=7:m61, (B �V )J=+1:m10, spetrum K0) as a hek star.All the observations were orreted for atmospheri extintion and olor orretions (viaalibration on Landolt's equatorial �elds), and the instrumental di�erential magnitudeswere transformed into the standard Johnson BV system. The variable, omparison andhek stars are very lose on the sky so the atmospheri orretions were rather small.Altogether we obtained 1309 observations in B and 1328 in V from April 2000 toFebruary 2002. Typial error for both B and V observations is 0:m01. The light urves ofGKDra in eah band as well as the B�V olor variations are shown in Fig. 1. Expandedplots around primary and seondary elipse are shown in Fig. 2.To the aim of determining the orbital period, we have performed a period searh withvarious tools, all onverging on the same result:
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Min: I = HJD 2452005:56(�0:01) + 9:d9742(�0:0001)� E:The 16.96 day period reported in the Hipparos Catalogue is obviously wrong whenapplied to our photometry. The almost exatly 10 day period makes impossible to overall orbital phases by observing for just a ouple of years. We were luky that at the timewe performed our observations the inonvenient beating did not a�et full overage ofboth primary and seondary elipses.

Figure 1. B, V and olor urves of GK Dra folded with the 9.9742 period.
Primary and seondary elipses last for about 0.050 and 0.039 of the orbital period, andtheir depth in B is about 0.37 and 0.36 mag, respetively. Maximum brightness outsideelipses is B=9.08 and V=8.73 mag. The seondary elipse falls at phase 0.493 insteadof 0.500, indiating a modest eentriity of the system. Figure 2 ompares primary andseondary elipses and shows that no olour variation is present during elipses.The derivation of aurate photometri values is disturbed by the fat that one of theomponents is itself a variable star, whih auses the apparent noise in the light urve ofFigure 1. The intrinsi variable star is the one passing in front during primary elipse,whih is the reason for the less noisy seondary one. Its variability is rapid (about 2.7hours) and of low amplitude (about 0.04 mag), reminisent of the Æ St type.
For a preliminary analysis of the properties of the Æ St omponent we have isolated
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Figure 2. Expanded view around the primary and seondary elipses of GK Dra.
the data pertaining to a narrow range of orbital phases, and performed a period searh onthem. We have seleted the data falling between 0.75 and 0.85 in orbital phase, and wehave found a stable and phased sinusoidal variation with an amplitude of �B=�V=0.040mag following the ephemerisMin: I = HJD 2450005:588(�0:003) + 0:d1137601(�0:0003)� E:A phase plot of the Æ St variability is presented in Figure 3.No olor variation is assoiated to the Æ St variability, and its true amplitude is around�m �0.08 mag when the light of the non variable omponent is subtrated. Small di�er-enes (0.01 mag) in the mean brightness from night to night are evident.Aknowledgments. This study was partly sponsored by Polish KBN Grant No. 5 P03D00320
Referenes:Dallaporta, S., Tomov, T., Zwitter, T., Munari U. 2000, IBVS 4990ESA, 1997, The Hipparos and Tyho Catalogues, ESA SP-1200Munari, U., Tomov, T., Zwitter, T., Milone, E.F., Kallrath, J. et al. 2001, A&A 378, 477
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Figure 3. Pulsational light urve with P=2.7 hour of the Æ St omponent of GK Dra. Di�erentsymbols are assoiated to di�erent observing dates: night 13/14 Jan 2001 to open triangles, 22/23 Feb2001 to �lled irles, 13/14 Apr 2001 to �lled triangles, 23/24 Apr 2001 to stars, and 22/23 June 2001to open squares.


